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RUSH TO JUDGEMENT. By 
Mark Lane. Holt, Rinehart 
ti Winston. 478 pages. $5.95. 
• • 

WHITEWASH. By Harold 
W, eisberg. Privately printed..  
208 pages. $4.95. 
President Johnson set up . a , ^commission of eminent 

AipkIcans, headed by Chief 
Justice Warren, to investigate 
arta report on the assassins-
tiorl Of President Kennedy. 

Since the commission 
lafibred and brought forth its 
fittings (basically, that Lee 
Oiwald was alone in his mad 
actr',a number of individuals 
sire ',set themselves up in 

jufiiment over the Warren 
Comilission. The .1 . 	of 
these criti 	. arre 

1.!1. ..2341110 of.) 0 earl : 

V a . lnrmsr, : 

critics 
have. succ 'e. o a re 
able degree in creating doubt 
that anything done by the 
Warren Commission will bear 
scrutiny. Whether they intend-
ed it' or not, the critics have 
nurtured the idea that some-
how there was an unholy al-
Ranee involving Oswald, his 
slaYer Jack Ruby, murdered 
policeman J. D. Tippit and ex-
tremists of eitherf the left or 
right:• Further, the critics 
havehaver created the impression 
that the FBI, Secret Service 
anthDallas police collaborated 
with the Warren Commission 
to conceal or distort any evi-
dence, pointing to the truth. 

The first critic to rush into 
print with his version of what 
really liappena was Moline 
Buchanan, an expatriate 
American who pitted his 
conclusions against those Of 
the commission in a book 
heiVii with Marxist theory. 

Another critique was the 
priidlict of a bright student's 
master thesis. Harold Weis-
erg published his own book, 

act that publishers live in 
earlif governmental wrath if 
hg t, dare dispense criticism 

commission. In view 
'Ilia proliferation of such 

Anted criticisms, his fretting 
bOut' "Big Brother" and the 
uhlfshers' cowardice is 
tOnge. 

Indeed, Mark Lane's attack 
the Warren Commission 

ill be a special offering of 
e Book-of-the-Month Club 

nd has been selected by the 
id-Century Book Club for 
ptember. 
But what basis is there for 

Criticism of the Warren 
Commission's performance or 
for suspecting odious and 
undivulged depths— to the 
crimes committed in Dallas? 
'To believe much of what Lane 
and Weisberger have to say is 
to stipulate that the commis-
sion was careless and lazy at 
best or attempting a massive 
cover-up of a moos and 
far-reaching plot at worst. .. 

I can accept human error 
by the commission and its 
staff but not their involvement 
in Machiavellian designs. I can 
accept the possibility that the 
FBI is capable of error but 
not Weisberg's conclusion that 
the FBI report "is a tissue so 
thin and a polemic so undis-
guised that it would demean 
the labors of a hick police 
force." 

For the most part, the 
critics use the evidence with 
which the Warren Commission 
worked but arrive at diamet-
rically opposite conclusions. 
If the commission 'chose to 
accept the evidence or recel-
lection of one set of witnesses, 
Lane is sure to lend more 
weight to witnesses or evi-
dence which seems to contra-
dict. Lane's work teems with 
the expressions: "as seems 
likely' ; "is most Unlikely”; 
"this would indicate," at cet-z 
era ad nauseam,. .-- 	, 

Lane, among other points, [ 
=eludes four shots were 
' ed at the Kennedy car while 
e commission concluded 
ere were three. Lane is 
ertain of the sequence of 
hots in terms of where they 

ck whereas the commis-
n, with all the resources 
government, could not be. 

also is critical that the 
commission did not probe 
more deeply into the shots he 
indicates may have been fired 
head-on into the Kennedy car 
from a knoll near the overpass 
it was approaching. 

is theories, writes 
yone can quote medical 

valence to almoat any 
Both he and Lane make mu 
of the /original impression f 
'some doctors that the wound 
in the President's throat was 's 
wound of entrance, in ' shol, 
fired from in front of the car 
and hence impossible fer 
Oswald to have fired. 

One of Lane's less subtle 
techniques is to lambast the 
commission for accepting the 
word of an umpromising 
witness like Mrs. Helen Merit-
ham, who saw the fatal 
shooting of Tippit. But Lane 
does not boggle at shifting the 
stick to his other hand and 
whacking away at the com-
mission for not accepting Mrs. 
Markham's recollections as to 
other events. 

It is even less easy to ex-
lain why Lane testified 

ore the commission, since 
e was not a witness to any-

thing. His credentials were 
that 'he was chairman of a 
citizens committee of inquiry, 
an organization he founded. 
Lane also became attorney for 
Oswald's mother and attempt-
ed unsuccessfully to represent 
Oswald's interests before the 
commission. 

I do not question the right of 
Lane or Weisberg to play the 
game of demolishing the 
onumssion report, splitting 
airs finer thou the breath of 

angels or of having thecales of 
err own about the plot to kill 

Kennedy. But unless I am 
prepared to believe that the 
entire apparatus of the Ameri-
can government was involved 
in the plot and the subsequent 
inquiries, then I conclude that 
both authors are well-inten-
tioned amateur detectives at 
best or guilty of committing 
balderdash to paper at worst. 

I don't think anyone knows 
all the truth. I stood in the 
basement of Dallas' police 
station and saw -Lee Oswald 
gunned down 12 feet from me 
and I thought I saw Jack Ruby 
as a very short old man in an 
overcoat. , But I cannot substi-
tute the theories of Lane or 
Weisberg for the anguished 
and sincere conclusions of the 
men appointed to come as 
close as humans can to the 
ultimate truth of the bloody 
affair in Dallas. 

—.JEREMIAH O'LEARY 

Who does Lane propose the 
ommission should hate
uestioned? No other gunm 
r weapon 	 o 

shells were found Oil the 
d Weisberg,  



Your jornalistic ambodiement of all three fabled monkeys, Teremiah O'Leary, 

pretendldg to be 
in the polemic 	 review of my book WHITNI1SH: THE REPORT ON THE WORM 

REPORT, dtwptaxmxwx smarkakisxmasturvertftwx commits exactly the errors he attri-

butes to rifles of the Commission. His axe-swing is practised', but having sharpened 

the weapon, he uses the wrong end. And his display of Via, ignorance of what he 

pretends to inform your readers about is monumental. 

47` 
There is nothing to compel either the Stag or CoLearyit like or arppove 

criticism of ihe Commission. However, once he writes about it, has assumes the obliga- 

tion to inform your readers honestly, approach his task honorablg, and
4 
 familiar 

with or at leastnderstand that of which he is writing. 

Perhaps worse, he displays a lack of understanding of the responsibilities of 

citizens, especially of writers, in a free society that, coming few from a reporter, 

is stunning. .1.-..shaillierein-edd-ress-myeel-f-te-taat,Arat the nasty inuendo !Lib 

which he bgeins cannot be ignored. He audios the "motives of these (self appointed) 

important". His motVis is clear:slur, insult; to do with nasty inference what he eamot 

cannot do with fact. 

A president of the United States was murdered, Mr. O'Leary. Do we live, or do 

lh142 
critics",not to address himself to t , but to say they "are not particularly 
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1v 
 you vent us to live, in a scoiety in which there may remain a s inglee=t 

tozzatorszed that it is withi4 the capacity of man to answer? 

Awe 
about the adequacy of the investigation 	the institution 

any incumbent ever being safe? President Kennedy was bestowed 

Can there be any doubt 

of the presidency or 

the dubious epitaph 

of a most_auestionable inquest. 
elm- A444442,4 

pvia 	/,re /4i a1/411.4v A4,,W 	4171-1049 

Motive? What is the function of the serious writer in our country? Need 

I invoke the inspiring words of the late Presi dent in his "ask not" inaugural or 

those of Wm the poet he loved, "I have promises to keep, and miles to go before 

QYYrr 

I sleep".'Self-appointed critic? What else is O'Leary, even if 	self-appointed, 

Gatti., his editor, ordered it There is nothing wrong with O'Leary's self appointment. 

I assumed an identical responsibility, with this difference: no body paid me for it. 

A neat twist of his words is intended to tell the reader publishers did not 

fear this subject. Yet on the inside back cover of WHITEWASH is the facsimile of one 

of the many publishers' letter quotes in WHITEWASH. After praising the book, Which he 

need not have done, he said, "Certainly one day soon you must find the publisher 

with the:enthusiasm and courage necessary." Would you like to see a choking file of 

2/ 

such letters, Mr. O'Leary? Yea Be my guest. But there is an/essential dishonesty 

in all this that can be accidental only if O'Leary didn t reed the book he pretended 



to review. WHITEWASH was finished not in Spetember 1986, When the book clubs suddenly 

Ai" 
find this subject can be profitable, YERMWOMOPAemCbmbak.ed in February 1985. It was 

published more than a year ago. It is the book that broke the ice, that made the 

subject acceptable. lt is still the only really definitave work on the subject, the 

only one to restrict itself 100% to the COMMigNiOnt e own evidence. And, readersiplease 

notg O'Leary was not able to alegle out a single error in fact. either has any of 

the many officials to whom copies were sent, any of those connected with the 

readihg have an opposite view from O'Leary. Again, he can see the letters. 

The Commission Could not be certain of the sequence of the shots,"with all 

theU, resources of the government". "ed OtLearyislither read ofiunlerstood my chapter 

on the lumber of SWAB he
A 
never have made such a public blunder, such a fine display 

; 

of ignorance of the moat basic information Of the tragedies of whith he says he was 

hismelf an observer. One shot, the Commission says, missei the motorcade entirely. 

Another exploded in the presidents head and was fatal. This left but a single bullet 

to inflict all seven non-fatal injuries on both men and to have remained virtually 

  

intact, unmutilated and~undeformed while striking all those bones in three parts of 

the Governor's body alone. There exists the motion picture of the entire assassination, 

Commission Exhibit 904. The rifle required a minimum of 2. 3 second for only reloading. 

Commission who have read it. Those lawyers and judges who have written me after 

//( 
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The camera exposed 18.3 frames of film per second. Therefore, batematmamar=ilima...not 

even allowing for 0awald's incompetence and the time required for sighting and firing, 

there had to be 42 frames of film at leatt between-sash shot. Unless this'one shot, 

Which couldn't possibly have assumed the burde; the Commission placed upon it, was 

205-285, 
fired only 4ring the 20 frames when the President's car was Jon-ell-or-la partdi 

etaxereizbarsaxzeadzsizn hidden from the camera by a road sigh, the Report is entirely 

wrong. O'Leary was deceived by one of the Commission:7regretable bu
t 

11 too common 

lapses, also quoted in WHITEWLSH on page 157, "Ilthougl it is not essential to any 

findings of the Commission to determine just which allot hit Governor Connally..." 

The opposite is both obvious and true. 

"No other gunman...was found". First, usweld was not found as a "gunman". The 

rifle was not on him. Second, it is not in the Report, but a number of other suspects 

were arrested, even before Oswald was, as AHITEWASH shows by quoting whet was denied 

the reader of the Report. 

On one quotation O'Leary is right. I did say "one can quote the medical evidence 

to almost any sad." But he took it out of context. I did not say the medical evidence 

could be quoted to support the concluisionim of the "eport that this one partitular 



em in sympathy with 
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-----.--tit7noe /7/211121)  upon which the entire case hangs inflicted all 	njuriesaMEKE The respresentation 

of the Aeport is oantrary to all of the medical testimony and evidence on this, 

including the autopsy doctors, who.I quote ( page 165), wko used such phrases as 

"most unlikely", "extremely unlikely", "cannot conceive". O'Leary fell into the 

prepared trap, a devite anufactured by the assistant counsel, the substitution of 

6potheti*tsse for the real situation and the confusing of the two in the sport )  

.Aaei asked the doctor for an opinion, specifically saying "not this particular bullet, 

but any bullet, a bullet" - could a bullet have inflicted these wound. Thus was 

eliminated the controlling condition, that the speCific bullet,, not fregmmt, not be 

deformsq or mutilated, and lose practically none of its weight in fragments. It is 

this sort of thing I was referrtagt-to-when-l—say quotes 	e-mede-to-eniyendc 

P 	 Or. 

re401Amac  
Again, it is all,-ass} in greatedFand thOoroughly feeteeted detail, in warmusa. 

I do not find it confortable to defend Mark Lane, for neither my book nor I 

that the Commission members personally, aid 

,-v? 
especially the chairman, ere=seepeesipble=dew the terrible disgrace that the report is. 

O'Leary wants to know why Lane testified "since he was not a witnesses to alything". 

Had O'Leary read the books he supposedly .ways reviewing he l neved have pulled this one. 

doctrine se 

1-0447-4 r 

First, the commission's major witnesses, Marina, also witnessed none of the assassins- 
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tion. Bat the reason Lane testified is because the eemmission called him. This is 

alesendae4V4BEIZZ=bstzabeetiall.ediesalidente made clear by the chairman himself. 1 hx 

`v44 4 • If 44 4, 	*4 4.4 •♦44is a a* 	440'44 114.44 Asr,*• 4444 }mss4'44 t4, ..444 • 444 ,`.*- ) 44. *44:44.4. 

But pshhaps O'Leary did reed one chapter of Lane's book, where this lawyer pretends 

these is aomthing wo~ng, evem sinister, in the Commission's taking hearsay evidence 

(exactly the only kind he could himself give) and with which he verbally clobbers 

the chief justice. As any Washington reporter should know, it is essential 4 .<1"uch 

proceedings - and it is also quite proper - that theytake hearsay evidence. Such 

bodies, including 'ongressional committees, are not - and cannot be - bound by the 

rules of evidence. 

This so-called review is its own kind of testimonial to the content, NAebility 

\doefl-, and approach of WHITEWASH. There are 110,000 words in it, and not one hwe''OlLeary 

substitutes 
even try Iprove\ems its.wyong. He i 	 his own unwillingness to believe 

What he cannot refute, 	does he even allude to the entirely irrefutable photo- 

graphic 0.7 idence printed in larmum alone of 
eril" 

the books, s 	tie this evidence 
f

6 %4Zr 4
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#Y1N-ro 
was em4e4lytampered with, some of it actually destroyed. 

Only because the Commission could depend upon this attitude in the press could 

its staff dare irprepare a eport so violently opposed to its meatevidence. And only 



this attutude of uncritical acceptance allows the %port to stand. 11111121ASHis the 

first end the only complete critical analysis to which the press should have subjected 

such a document. Only because you failed in your responsibility, Jeremiah O'Leary, 

did I have to assume it. We shall now have to leave the judgement to history, 'Which 

I do, content in the conviction that it will soon be written, not as with l'incoln, 

be disputed after 100 years. 

P.S. You may take little comfort from another error, that impact has been 

"enormous" particularly outside the United States. Already we have mail from 

t

most f the states, and 9,000 copies have been sold, without a cent to spend for 

advertising or public relations. People are interested,,almays did suspect They 

were not told the truth about the assassination of President Kennedy, ani want tax 

the truth to come out. Too Bad an important paper like the Star could not examine 

the evidence, not its writer's preconcpetions end prejudices. 



Harold Weisberg 
Hyattatown, Maryland 20734 

August 21, 1966 

Editor, The STAR 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir:.  

Your journalistic) embodiment of all three fabled monkeys, Jeremiah 
o'Leary, in the polemic pretending to be a reviewof7my book,' 
WHITEWASH: THE REPORT ON THE WARREN REPORT, commits exactly the 
same errors he attributes to critics of the CoMmission. His axe-
swing is practiced but, having sharpened the weapon, he uses the 
wrong end. And his display of ignorance of what he pretends to 
inform your readers about is monumental. 

There is nothing to oompel either the STAR or O'Leary to like or 
approve criticism of the Commission. However, once he writes about 
it, he assumes the obligation to inform your readers honestly, ap-
proach his task honorably, and be familiar with or at least under-
stand that of which he is writing. 

Perhaps worse, he displays a lack'of understanding of the responsi-
bilities of citizens, especially of writers, in a democratic society 
that, coming from a reporter, is stunning. 

The nasty innuendo with which he begins cannot be ignored. He ques-
tions the "motives of those ('self-appointed) critics", not to address 
himself to those motives, but to say they "are not particularly im-
portant". His motive is clear: slur, insult; to do with nasty in-
ference wharEe cannot do with fact. 

A president of the United States was murdered, Mr. O'Leary. Do we 
live, or do you want us to live, in a society in which there may 
remain a single unanswered question that it is within the capacity 
of man to answer? Can there be any doubt about the adequacy of the 
investigation and the institution of the Presidency or any incumbent 
ever being safe? President Kennedy was bestowed the dubious epitaph 
of a most questionable inquest. This WHITEWASH proves with the Com-
mission's own evidence. 

Motive? What is the function of the serious writer in our country? 
Need I invoke the inspiring words of the lata President in his "ask 
not" Inaugural Address, or those of the poet he loved, "I have prom-
ises to keep, and miles to go before I sleep?" 

A neat twist of his words is intended to tell the reader publishers 
did not fear this subject. Yet on the inside back cover of WHITEWASH 
is the facsimile of one of the many publishers' letters quoted in 
WHITEWASH. After praising the book, which he need not have done, he 
said, "Certainly one day soon you must find the publisher with the 
enthusiasm and courage  necessary." Would you like to see a choking 
file of such letters, Mi. O'Leary? Be my gueat. But there is an 
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essential dishonesty in all this that can be accidental only if 
O'Leary did not read the book he pretends to review. WHITEWASH 
was finished not in September 1966, when the book clubs suddenly 
find this subject can be profitable, but in February 196. It was 
published more than a year ago. It is the book that brae the ice, 
that made the subject acceptable. It is still the only really de-
finitive work on the subject, the only one to restrict itself 1004 
to the Commission's own evidence. And, readers, please note, O'Leary 
was not able to point out a single error in fact. Neither has any 
of the many officials to whom copies were sent, any of those con-
nected with the Commission who have read it. Those laviyers and judges 
who have written me after reading it have an opposite view from O'Leary, 
Again, he can see the letters. 

The Commission could not be certain of the sequence of the shots, "with-all the resources of the government". Had O'Leary either read 
or understood my chapter on "The Number of Shots", he would never 
have made such a public blunder, such a fine display of ignorance of 
the most basic information on the tragedies of which he says he was 
himself an observer. One shot, the Commission says, missed the motor-
cade entirely. Another exploded in the President's head and was 
fatal. This left but a single bullet to inflict all seven non-fatal 
injuries on both men and to have remained virtually intact, unmuti-
lated and undeformed while striking all those bones.in three parts of 
the Governor's body alone. There exists the motion picture of the 
entire assassination, Commission Exhibit 90L.. The rifle required a 
minimum of 2.3 seconds for only reloading. The camera exposed 18.3 
frames of film per second. Therefore, not even allowing for Oswald's 
incompetence and the time required for sighting and firing, there had 
to be L2 frames of film at least between shots Unless this one shot, 
which could not possibly have assumed the burden the Commission placed 
upon it, was fired only during the 20 frames, 205-225, when the Presi-dent's oar was hidden from the camera by a road sign, the Report is 
entirely wrong. o'Leary was deceived by one of the Commission's 
regrettable but all too *common lapses, also quoted in WHITEWASH on 
page 157, "Although it is not essential to any findinge_ef the,Com-
miasion to deteriine just which shot hit Governor Connally ...". 
The opposite is both obvious and true, 

"No other gunman...was found." First, Oswald was not found as a 
"gunman". The rifle was not on him. Second, it is not in the Report, 
but a number of other suspects were arrested, even before Oswald was, 
as WHITEWASH shows by quoting what was denied the reader of the 
Report. 

On one quotation O'Leary is right. I do say "one can quote the medi-
cal evidence to almost any end." But he took it out of context. I 
did not say the medical evidence could be quoted to support the con-
clusinns of the Report that this one particular bullet upon which the 
entire ease hangs inflicted all seven non-fatal injuries. The repre-
sentation of the Report is contrary to all the medical testimony and 
evidence on this, including the autopsy doctors, whom I quote (page 
165), who used such phrases as "most unlikely", "extremely unlikely", 
cannot conceive".. O'Leary fell into the prepared trap, a device 
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manufactured by the assistant counsel, the substitution of a hypo-thetical ease for the real situation and the confusing of the two in the Report. Counsel asked the docteir for an opinion, specifically saying, "not this particular bullet, but any bullet, a bullet" -could a bullet have inflicted these wounds. Thus was eliminated the controlling condition, that the specific bullet, Exhibit 399, not fragment, not be deformed or mutilated, and lose practically none of its weight in fragments. It is this sort of thing I meant about medical quotes. Again, it is all, in great and thoroughly referenced detail, in WHITEWASH. 

I do not find it comfortable to defend Mark Lane, for neither my book nor I am in sympathy with his doOrine, that the Commission members personally, and especially the Chairman, brought about the natiaial disgrace that the Report is. O'Leary wants to know why Lane testi-fied "since he was not 'a witness to anything". Had O'Leary read the books he supposedly reviews, he would have never pulled this one. First, the Commission's major witness, Marina Oswald, also witnessed none of the assassination. The reason Lane testified is because the Commission called him. This is made clear by the Chairman himself. But perhaps O'Leary did read one chapter of Lane's book, where this lawyer pretends there is something wrong, even sinister, in the Com-mission's taking hearsay testimony (exactly the only kind ha could himself give) and with which he verbally clobbers the Chief Justice. As any Washington reporter should know, it is essential to such pro-ceedings - and it is also quite proper - that they use hearsay. Such bodies, including Congressional committees, are not - and cannot be - bound by the rules of evidence. 
This so-called review is its own kind of testimonial to the content, viability and approach of WHITEWASH. There are 110,000 words in it, and not one does O'Leary even try to prove wrong. He substitutes his own unwillingness to believe what he cannot refute. Nor does he even allude to the entirely irrefutable photographic evidence printed in WHITEWASH alone of the books, proving this evidence was tampered with, some of it-actually destroyed. -In fact, he really seys nothing 'about-my book, does not in any way report what it says. 
Only .because the Commission could depend upon this attitude in the press could the staff dare prepare a Report so violently opposed to its own best evidence. And only this attitude of uncritical accep-tance allows the Report to stand. WHITEWASH is the first and the only complete critical analysis to which the press should have:subjected such a document. Only because you failed in your responsibility, Jeremiah O'Leary, did I have to assume it. We shall now have to leave the judgment to history, which I do, content in the conviction that it will soon be written and not, as with Lincoln, be disputed after 100 years. 

Yours truly, 

Harold Weisberg 
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P.3. You may .,take little comfort from another error
, that impact 

has been "enormous" but "particularly outside the Uni
ted States". 

Already we have mail from moat of the states, and 9,00
0 copies have 

been sold, without a cent to spend for advertising or
 public rela-

tions. People are interested, always did suspect they
 were not told 

the truth about the assassination of President Kennedt
; and want the 

truth to come out. Too bad an important paper. like t
he STAR could 

not examine the evidence, not its writer's preconcepti
ons and 

prejudices. . 


